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Charge4Europe chooses GIREVE to
extend its customers’ charging offers
Essen-Paris, 5th May 2020 – Charge4Europe got connected to GIREVE’s roaming
platform, giving EV drivers access to charging on GIREVE’s already connected
networks. Providing comprehensive services for commercial EV fleet operators all over
Europe from a single source – this is the reason why both eMobility Service Providers: innogy
and DKV have created the joint venture Charge4Europe. The European network of charging
stations joined GIREVE’s platform to increase its coverage. Thanks to this connection, the
operator will be able to sign roaming agreements to access the 86,000+ European charging
points connected to GIREVE. With this partnership, EV drivers who subscribed to operators
using Charge4Europe’s solution will have access to more charging points, all across Europe.
“I am convinced that roaming agreements are the key to the Europe-wide
supply of e-fleets. For us, the cooperation with GIREVE is an important
milestone towards building the largest supply network for e-vehicles in
Europe.” Christopher Schäckermann, Managing Director of Charge4Europe
and DKV’s eMobility Director
In order to be able to offer additional solutions for charging at home and at work (@home,
@work) to its customers, DKV also has a sales partnership with innogy that extends beyond
the terms of the joint venture. This allows DKV customers to order wall-mounted boxes and

charging points from the mobility service provider and have them installed at home and at
work, with transparent billing via their employer.
“Though Charge4Europe and GIREVE are both operating at a B2B level in the
background, this partnership will benefit the end user. We welcome this
ambitious project as a new step towards our common goal: a more coherent
and seamless experience of charge for EV drivers throughout Europe” Armand
Gallet, GIREVE’s Business Development Manager.
About Charge4Europe
Charge4Europe bundles the charging points of various charging post operators into a single,
comprehensive European charging network.
This is done by linking the charging post operators with the e-mobility services provider DKV
Euro Service. Technical innovations and partnerships between equals allow us to ensure our
customers and partners enjoy a smooth and effortless charging experience.
Simple charging and invoicing processes combined with continuously available information
mean we not only provide a comprehensive all-round service, but also actively advance the emobility revolution for a better future.
https://www.charge4europe.com/

About DKV Euro Service
DKV Euro Service is one of the leading B2B mobility service providers in Europe. The company
manages the supply of commercial fleets for more than 230,000 customers in over 40 countries.
In 2019, over 1,000 employees with services such as cashless fuel and toll payment transactions
generated more than 9.9 billion euros transaction volume. At the end of the year, approx. 4.2
million fuel and service cards as well as On-board Units were on the way on European roads.
https://www.dkv-euroservice.com/

About innogy
innogy SE is a European energy company and part of the E.ON Group. In the two continuing
business segments Grid & Infrastructure and Retail innogy is active with a variety of products
and services. In fiscal 2019, the company generated revenue of more than €35 billion and had
around 34,500 employees. innogy’s activities focus on its about 19 million customers. The key
markets are Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Belgium, as well as several
countries in Central Eastern and South Eastern Europe. Furthermore innogy is active in
renewables. E.ON and RWE have agreed to transfer the business unit to RWE in 2020.
https://www.innogy-emobility.com/

About GIREVE
GIREVE is one of the leading European roaming platforms. GIREVE has connected more than
86 000 charging points across 20 European countries. The rapid growth has demonstrated our
strength in terms of agility, competitiveness and flexibility. Propelled by our CPO and eMSP
partners, GIREVE is determined to provide the best European coverage not only in terms of
charging points but also for its innovative IT solutions finetuned to fit the partners’ requirement.
GIREVE was created by major stakeholders in both the e-mobility and energy fields.
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